Atypical flutter: a review.
Understanding of typical flutter circuits led the way to the study of other forms of macroreentrant tachycardias of the atria, and to their treatment by catheter ablation. It has become evident that the ECG classification of atrial flutter and atrial tachycardia by a rate cutoff and the presence or absence of isoelectric baselines between atrial deflections is not a valid indicator of tachycardia mechanism. Macroreentrant circuits where activation rotates around large obstacles are the most common arrhythmias found in patients with atypical forms of flutter or atrial tachycardia, especially after surgery for congenital heart disease, however, focal mechanisms can also be found. Large areas of low voltage electrograms, suggestive of severe myocardial damage (fibrosis or infiltration) can be found in many atypical macroreentrant tachycardias at the center of the circuit. Many of these circuits can be mapped precisely, critical isthmuses can be defined, and effective catheter ablation can be performed. The need to match activation maps with anatomy precisely, makes computer assisted, anatomically precise mapping a useful tool. Entrainment techniques have to be used sparingly to avoid tachycardia interruption. In complex cases, ablation can be done in sinus rhythm, after definition of conducting channels between low voltage areas and scars or anatomic obstacles. Long-term prognosis is uncertain and depends on the underlying pathology.